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hello, i have a cnettcp wireless adapter atheros x101, and it isn’t being
recognised in windows 10. it is being recognised when i do a scan from
the network and lists the device. however, when i attempt to use the

wireless adapter and log into my router, nothing will connect. i found a
solution that was posted here on the web which is to create a new
connection and config it as a native connection. i did that, but i still

can’t connect to my router. i have a driver disc, and it doesn’t have a
win 7 driver on it. i’ve been trying to figure out how to get the correct
driver to install on the device as my win 7 driver discs do not work to
solve the issue. any help or direction on this would be appreciated.
thanks in advance, jennifer the menu for adobe acrobat xi is blank.

when i select a file, it brings up the menu. the key for the windows xp
image is there, but when i enter it, it just brings up the standard

windows logon screen. i don’t know how to fix this. any help would be
much appreciated. we are using windows server 2012 r2, and we want
to use the vmware web interface when configuring different settings.

we started a windows service called microsoft web services to log on to
the website, but there is no way to tell it to start. can we get some help

here? here is what i did. i downloaded.zip file from
github.com/willll/usb_passthrough_hyperv.zip. inside the.zip file i found
2 files that i needed for installing (write). i unzipped both and installed
them. go to device manager, find your mouse, and under "properties"
you should have "compatibility" tab. you should see a small driver for
hyper-v if you have hyper-v enabled. this also means that your mouse
is capable of support usb passthrough. if it doesnt appear, you are in

luck, it should work with your usb mouse!
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